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The task required subjects to judge whether members of six-letter consonant string pairs were
physically identical. Some (repeated) strings were presented on each of the 16 training sessions, while
other (nonrepeated) strings were presented only during a single session. An advantage in matching
time of repeated strings over nonrepeated strings was obtained which increased in a roughly linear
fashion during training and which persisted for at least 7 weeks after the last training session.
Detailed analyses of the different responses and the results of several transfer tasks suggest that
perceptual processing is indeed facilitated by acquired information about which letters usually follow
others and about the positions in which these sequences of letters are likely to occur, but provide
no evidence that this facilitation derives from the formation of visual features which are larger than
single letters.

Recently, there has been much research demon
strating that familiar letter strings (e.g., words,
acronyms) and letter strings with at least some
familiar orthographic patterns (e.g., pronounceable
nonwords) can be perceived more rapidly or more
accurately than strings of unrelated letters (see
review articles by Baron, in press; Krueger, 1975;
Smith & Spoehr, 1974). It is usually presumed that
this perceptual superiority of certain letter strings,
the familiarity effect, is due to the acquisition of
information about letter strings during our past
experience with them. Yet, few of the many studies
of the familiarity effect have experimentally manipu
lated the subject's experience with letter strings.

Baron (1974, Experiment Ill) manipulated expe
rience with letter strings and demonstrated the effect
of this experience on letter-string perception using a
forced-choice tachistoscopic recognition task. He
constructed two sets of two-letter consonant strings,
the members of each set differing from the members
of the other set only in letter order. Each subject
received a pretest on both sets of letter strings, at
least three sessions of practice on only one of the two
sets, and then a posttest on both sets of letter strings.
Baron found that while accuracy improved on both
letter-string sets, the improvement was larger on the
set of letter strings that had been presented during the
three practice sessions.

The present study was an attempt to experimentally
induce perceptual superiority in a set of letter strings
whose length was greater than digrams and com par-
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able to that of most words. Further, we hoped to be
able to provide subjects sufficient experience with a
set of letter strings to cause a familiarity effect com
parable in magnitude and permanence to the famil
iarity effects shown by words, acronyms, and
pronounceable nonwords (e.g., Baron & Thurston,
1973; Eichelman, 1970; Henderson, 1974). If, by our
technique, such a familiarity effect could be induced
in arbitrarily chosen letter strings, we would then
have a useful paradigm for studying the path of
acquisition of perceptually useful letter-string infor
mation. Such a procedure would provide the oppor
tunity to use transfer tasks to investigate the question
of what is learned during this acquisition. Also,
since letter strings could be used which are not
normally encountered in everyday experience, this
technique could tell us how perceptual learning is
retained over time.

The present study consisted of 23 experimental
sessions, which were divided into three parts: (a) 16
training sessions, (b) 4 transfer sessions, and (c) 3
retention sessions. During each session, the subject's
task was to press a key to respond same or different
to pairs of six-letter strings which were presented one
above the other. The subject's reaction time (RT) for
each pair was recorded and constituted our measure
of the speed of perception. Using this matching task,
Eichelman (1970), Schindler, Well, and Pollatsek
(1974), and Well, Pollatsek, and Schindler (1975)
found familiarity effects for pairs of six-letter strings
which ranged from 200 to 550 msec.

To insure that all of the letter strings used in the
study would be highly unfamiliar, all were construct
ed from a set of 12 consonants. Out of 46,080
possible combinations, 6 were chosen randomly
(individually for 'each subject) as the ones to be
repeated during training. During each training
session, a repeated' letter string was shown on half
the trials and a nonrepeated string was shown on the
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other half of the trials. The nonrepeated strings were
selected randomly before each trial block from the
thousands of possibilities. In this way, we were able
to obtain a continuous measure of the acquisition
of the familiarity effect over the course of 16 training
sessions.

The first transfer session was the same as a training
session except that when the pairs of letter strings
differed, they differed in novel ways. This session
was designed to test certain versions of the hypothesis
that the familiarity effect in the matching task is due
to facilitation of the matching process only. Such
models of the familiarity effect predict a decrease in
the familiarity effect if the letters involved in, and
hence the features relevant to a different judgment
are not the same as those present during acquisition
of the familiarity effect. The second transfer session
differed from a training session in that the letter
string pairs were presented as two vertical columns
rather than as two horizontal rows. If the acquisition
of information about visual features which are larger
than single letters plays a role in the familiarity
effect, then altering such between-letter visual
features by presenting the strings vertically should
result in a decreased familiarity effect.

In the third transfer session, subjects were pre
sented with "partially familiar" letter strings in
which either the first three letters or the last three
letters were the same as those of a repeated string.
Although it is possible that the familiarity effect
results from the learning of only the probabilities
that one letter follows another letter, Gibson (1969)
and others have suggested that stored information
about the position in the string of a familiar letter
sequence also plays a role in the familiarity effect. To
test this notion, the third transfer session included
some partially familiar strings where the familiar
three-letter sequences were moved three letter posi
tions to the left or right to produce strings which
had a familiar three-letter sequence in an unfamiliar
position in the string. If the matching RT to those
partially familiar strings which preserve the position
of the familiar letter sequence is smaller than that for
otherwise similar strings in which the position of the
familiar sequence is altered, then stored position
information must play a role in the perceptual
facilitation of familiar letter strings. (For the fourth
transfer session, see Note 2.)

The first retention session, which was I day after
the last transfer session, was designed to provide a
baseline for the later retention sessions in case the
induced familiarity effect had decayed during the 3.
days of transfer sessions. The second retention
session was run I week after the baseline session,
and the third was run 7 weeks after the baseline
session. These were run to test the permanence of the
perceptual changes acquired during the training
sessions.

METHOD

Subjects
Four Univervity of Massachuveu-, p-vcholog, vrudent-, served a,

paid subjects. All Iour were right-handed,

Apparatus and Manner of Stimulus Presentation
A Hewlett-Packard 21 14B computer controlled the presentat ion

of capital letters un an HP-I300A X-Y display oscilloscope. It
also recorded the subject's responses and measured the response
time in milliseconds. The subjects were run individually and sat
approximately 1.5 III frum the oscilloscope screen. in a dimly lit
room.

The display for a vingle trial consisted of two six-letter strings
with one string directly above the other. Each of the letters in a
string was constructed by illuminating the appropriate pattern of
points in a matrix 13 points high and 9 points wide. A single letter
was 1.00 ern high and .87 ern wide. and there was .21 ern between
letters. The letter strings were 6.28 ern long and subtended 2 deg
22 min of \ isual angle. The vertical distance between the two
strings was 1.74 cm: and hence the total vertical visual angle
subrended was I deg 30 min.

Procedure
The experiment consisted of 23 45-min sessions. The procedure

was essentially the same for all sessions except Session 21.' The
subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as
possible and were told in general terms what kind, of stimuli
they would be seeing. Each sesvion began with at lea'>! one practice
block consisting of 24 pairs of random -ix-digit strings. Following
the practice. each subject was given four blocks. each consisting
of 48 pairs of six-Ieuer strings. The subject initiated each block
when he was ready; the interval between trial block s varied from
I t02 min.

A single trial began with the presentation of a fixation point
(a " + ") in the center uf the screen for I sec and was followed by
a blank screen fur 500 msec. Then the pair of strings was dis
played. The string, remained on until the subject responded by
pressing the appropriate key on the response panel in front of him.
Different responses were always made with the right hand.
Following the subject's response. feedback. which convicted of the
RT in milliseconds for a correct response and the word "error"
for an incorrect response. was displayed in the lower left-hand
corner of the screen. When the subject responded incorrectly. the
sequence of the trial block paused until the subject indicated, by
pressing a middle key. that he was ready to continue. The interval
between the feedback for a correct response and the beginning of
the next trial was I sec,

Stimuli and Design
The consonants cornpr iving the letter strings used in thi, vtudv

were chosen from the following set of six conjugate pairs:
BG. CJ. DP. FH. KM. and NL. Each letter string was a sequence
of ,ix consonants. one chosen from each conjugate pair. When a
pair of letter vtrings was prevented during a trial. each letter was
paired either with itself or with its conjugate. This was true for
both repeated and nonrepeated strings. All of the string pairs in
the study which were different differed in only one letter position.
and the location of the difference was randomly varied over the
six letter positions.

For each of the four subject-. a separate vet of vix repeated
vtrings was chosen. This selection was random. except for the
constraint above (that one member of each conjugate pair was
represented in every string) and the constraints that (1) no letter
could appear more than once in a single position in the set of six
repeated strings. and (2) no sequence of six letters could appear
more than once in the set of six repeated strings. The four set, of
six repeated ,trings were chosen before the experiment began and
remained fixed throughout the 23 sesvionv. The ,eh of repeated
vtr ing-. uved for each vubiect are prevented in Table 1.
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Examples of Nonrepeated String Sets

Subject I Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4

Table I
The Sets of Repeated Strings Used for Each Subject

NJPFMG cPCFLK MNFBDC JHLMDB
CFcLDK DFKBJN LBCKHP FMBCNP
PBJMNF CMPLcF FJNDMB LGHDJM
HNKJcD HcNPKJ cMPNCH KJPHBN
KDNBFJ NJcMFP PHMJBN PNJcMH
BMFPJL MLFCPB JDBFNK GDMLHC

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Training Sessions
In all of the following analyses, latencies from only

the correct responses were used. Mean RTs were cal
culated for each subject at each level of familiarity
(repeated, nonrepeated), response (same, different),
and sessions (1-16). An analysis of variance on these
means showed a significant decrease in mean RT over
the course of the training sessions, F(l5 ,45) = 16.67,
P < .001. This decrease is illustrated in Figure I.

Repeated letter strings were matched more rapidly
than nonrepeated strings, F(I,3) = 66.08, P < .005,
and the size of this difference varied over sessions,

6 of the strings on the list many times during the experiment (since
they were his six repeated strings), while the other 18 strings were
probably completely novel. J He was asked to circle the 6 strincs he
had seen before, and was given unlimited time to make his
choices.

Sessions 17 through 19 were transfer sessions. Session 17 was
identical to Sessions 2-16, except that new conjugate pairings were
assigned to each subject (for example, one new set of conjugate
pairs was BC, CP, JD, FK, NM, and HL). On Session 18, the
leiter strings were presented in vertical columns. Session 19 con
sisted of four mixed blocks of the four types of partially familiar
strings: those in which the first three leiters were familiar and
in the familiar position (ABCXXX), those in which the first three
leiters were familiar but in an unfamiliar position (DEFXXX),
those in which the last three leiters were familiar and in the
familiar position (XXXDEF), and those in which the last three
leiters were familiar but in an unfamiliar position (XXXABC).

Session 20 was the baseline for the retention sessions and con
sisted of two repeated and two nonrepeated blocks. After
Session 20, subjects were asked to give wrinen answers to some
open-ended questions concerning their matching strategies and
their general reactions to the experimental situation. Sessions
22 and 23 were the I-week and 7-week retention sessions; these,
like Session I, consisted of one repeated block, one nonrepeated
block, and two mixed blocks.

The first 21 sessions were on consecutive weekdays beginning
with a Monday. Session 22 was on the Friday following Session 21,
and Session 23 was on the sixth Friday after Session 22.

BDMCNF
JFGNKD
FMCBPL
NPGJMF
HLJKPc
DMNGFJ

MDBFNC
GFLKDC
CNFcPK
BKDFJN
CPKLFB
LCFPMB

A "repeated" trial block consisted of random selections (by
computer) from the set of six repeated leiter strings. On the
average. half of the leiter-string pairs were the same and half were
different.

A "rionrepeated" trial block consisted of random selections
from a set of six nonrepeated leiter strings which were chosen anew
before each nonrepeated block. Each set of six nonrepeated strings
was formed by random selection from the 46,080 possible strings.
except for the previously mentioned constraint that a member of
each conjugate pair be represented in every string and the further
constraint that the string could not be identical to any of the six
repeated strings chosen for that particular subject. Two examples
of a set of nonrepeated strings are presented in Table I.

A "mixed" trial block consisted of random selections from both
the set of six repeated strings and a newly chosen set of six non
repeated strings. Otherwise, a mixed block was constructed in the
same ways as the repeated and nonrepeated blocks.

Sessions I through 16 were training sessions. The experimental
trials in Session I consisted of one repeated block, one non
repeated block, and two mixed blocks; in Sessions 2-16. the
experimental trials consisted of two blocks of repeated strings (R)
and two blocks of nonrepeated strings (N). The order of the blocks
for a session alternated between RNRN and NRNR. At the end
of Session 16, each subject was given a list of 24 six-leiter strings
typed in uppercase leiters. The subject was told that he had seen

1-16 training

17 new coniugat.s

18 y.rtical presentation

19 partially familiar

20 "etention -baseline

22-23 retention

Figure I. Mean RT and error rate for each
experimental session.
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F(15,45) = 1.97, P < .05. To further examine this
effect of letter-string familiarity, a linear trend
analysis was performed on the data. The linear com
ponent of the Familiarity by Sessions interaction
was found to be significant, F(l,3) = 17.06, P < .05,
and the remainder of the interaction was not signifi
cant, F(l4,42} = 1.27, P < .20. Thus, it appears that
the RT advantage of repeated over nonrepeated
strings tended to rise in a linear fashion. To illustrate
this result, the mean familiarity effect for over
lapping groups of three sessions is presented in
Figure 2. This smoothed function is quite linear, and
it suggests that the perceptual advantage resulting
from letter-string repetition increased steadily over
the course of the training period."

While the effect of string repetition over the 16
training sessions was smaller for different responses
than for same responses, F(l,3} = 40.45, P < .01,
different responses to repeated strings were still sig
nificantly faster than those to nonrepeated strings,
F(l,3) = 464.96, P < .001. Further analysis of the
different response times showed that position of the
difference in the leiter string significantly affected
both mean RT. F(5,IS) = 46.68, P < .001, and the
size of the advantage of repeated over nonrepeated
strings, F(5,15) = 5.63, P < .005. The form of these
relationships can be seen in Figure 3.

The increase of different RT with increasing serial
position of the differing letter pair implies that the
strings were encoded and/or matched in units smaller
than the whole string, and suggests that the units
were usually processed serially from left to right, in a
self-terminating fashion. The result that the induced
familiarity effect for different responses increased
with serial position of the difference agrees well with
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Figure 2. Mean familiarity dfet! for l'IIfh gn)up of three train
ing sessions. The besl-filling slraighl line IIffounts for 89.1 07p of
the varianee.

a similar finding for word and nonword letter strings
(Well, Pollatsek, & Schindler, 1975). The similarity
of these two results supports the argument that the
perceptual facilitation induced in the present study is,
indeed, a valid laboratory analogue of naturally
occurring familiarity effects. Furthermore, the
increase of the familiarity effect for same judgments
suggests that the familiarity effect is due to the
facilitation of a mechanism which can use the
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Table 2
Comparison of RT and Familiarity Effect of Transfer and Retention Sessions with Predictions from Training Sessions

Mean RT Mean fE
Session Session Mean Minus p Mean Minus p

Description Number RT 1156* t(3) two-tailed fE 161** t(3) two-tailed

New Conjugates 17 1257 101 1.20 n.s. ISO 11 .43 n.s.
Vertical Presentation 18 1536 379 5.99 .01 114 47 1.35 n.s.
Partially Familiar 19 1300 144 1.47 n.s .
Retention Baseline 20 1141 -15 .29 n.s. 20] -40 2.84 .10
l-Week Retention 22 1177 21 .32 n.s, 201 -40 .76 n.s.
7-Week Retention 23 1207 51 .72 n.s. 158 3 .06 n.s.

"'MeanRT for Sessions )3-16 = 1156 msec. "''''Projectedfamiliarity effect for Session 17 = 161 mset.

analysis of initial features to speed the processing
of later features (cf. Baron, in press). For example,
the extended experience with the repeated strings
may have enabled the perceptual processes to use
information about which letters are more likely to
follow others in a letter string to test specifically for
those letters and, therefore, match them more rapidly.

During the training sessions, there were only six
letter discriminations possible, one corresponding to
each of the conjugate pairs. Since every conjugate
pair occurred approximately equally often in each
position over the 16 sessions for both repeated and
nonrepeated strings, the amount of practice on indi
vidual letter-pair discrimination was the same for
both. However, if the continual presence of a specific
letter context changes the discriminability of a pair
(e.g., by allowing the formation of features which are
larger than single letters), then one might expect the
relative discriminability of the six pairs to be differ
ent for the repeated and nonrepeated stimuli. Com
parison of the mean RTs of each conjugate pair for
repeated and nonrepeated strings showed that there
was no significant interaction of letter-string famil
iarity with discrirninability of conjugate pairs, F < I.
Moreover, the mean RTs of each conjugate pair
covaried for repeated and nonrepeated strings,
r = .84, P < .05. These two results suggest that the
existence of an unchanging letter context does not
affect the relative discriminability of a letter pair,
and thus fail to provide support for the idea that the
perceptual superiority of familiar letter strings is due
to their being processed in terms of larger visual
units.

Transfer and Retention Sessions
For each subject, the mean RT for Sessions 13-16

was computed, and these means were compared with
each subject's mean RT for each of the transfer and
retention sessions. The mean familiarity effect for
each subject on each of the 16 sessions was com
puted, and for each subject the best-fitting line
through these points was used to derive a projected
estimate of the Session 17 familiarity effect. These

projections were compared with each subject's mean
familiarity effect for each of the transfer and reten
tion sessions (see Table 2).5

The use of new conjugate pairings (Session 17) had
no significant effect on either mean RT or the famil
iarity effect: In fact, there was rather close agreement
between the predicted Session 17 familiarity effect
and the I50-msec effect actually obtained. This result
rules out certain versions of the argument that the
induced decrement in the matching RT of the repeated
strings was due solely to facilitation of matching
processes and that the encoding processes were not
altered. For instance, it rules out the hypothesis that
the familiarity effect was due to facilitation of a
matching process in which the subject tests each letter
position for the specific features of the six differing
pairs. It also rules out the hypothesis that the famil
iarity effect was due to facilitation of a matching
process in which the subject matches the letter strings
as wholes by testing for only the small set of differing
features which have been found to occur. However, a
more general refutation of the matching explanation
awaits future studies, such as inducing a familiarity
effect by repeated visual matching and testing for
transfer to perceptual tasks which involve report
from brief exposure or rapid visual search.

The vertical presentation transfer session (Ses
sion 18) was designed to test the notion that familiar
ity with a letter string allows it to be processed in
terms of visual units which are larger than single
letters. If such between-letter units are formed during
the horizontal presentations of the training sessions,
they should be at least partially broken when the
strings are presented vertically, and thus the size of
the familiarity effect would be expected to be smaller.
Unfortunately, the results of Session 18 were ambig
uous. The vertical presentation of the letter strings
increased RT significantly, but did not cause a sig
nificant change in the size of the familiarity effect.
However, it is possible that the failure to find statis
tical significance in the 47-msec difference between
predicted and obtained familiarity effects is due to
the large amount of variability between the four sub-
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Figure 4. The relationship of matching time to within-block
strin~ repetition.

Short-Term Repetition Effects
Within a single trial block of this study, each non

differing pair of letter strings was repeated an
average of four times (see Note 1). To assess the
effect of this within-block repetition, the RTs of
nondiffering pairs of letter strings were grouped
according to (I) how many previous times the pair
had been presented within a trial block and (2) the
number of intervening trials, lag, between the pair
and its most recent previous occurrence. (All items
with lag greater than 4 were pooled.) There was an
effect of lag, F(5,15) = 5.79, p < .005, and a small
(l4-msec) advantage of second repetitions (i.e., third
appearance of a stimulus in a trial block) over first
repetitions, F(I,3) = 16.77, p < .05, but there was
no significant interaction of the two effects (see
Figure 4).

The fact that the facilitation due to within-block
repetition persisted beyond immediate repetitions
indicates that, although the effect was short-lived,
it was not merely facilitation caused by making the
identical response (i.e., pressing a key with the left
hand) twice in immediate succession. Interestingly,
the effects of within-block repetition were smaller
for the repeated strings than for the nonrepeated
strings. The effect of lag was smaller for repeated
than for nonrepeated stimuli, F(5,15) = 3.80,
p < .025 (the difference in RT between lag 0 and
lag 5-46 was 64 msec greater for nonrepeated than
for repeated stimuli), and the advantage of second
over first within-block repetitions was 22 msec
smaller for repeated than for nonrepeated strings,
F(1,3) = 102.78, p < .005. Using the logic of the
additive factors method (Sternberg, 1969), this inter
action between the effects of within-block repetition
and the more long-lasting between-session repetition
effects suggests that both kinds of repetition act on
the same perceptual processes.

display scope rather than typed on a page. Also,
there appeared to be a tendency for the novel strings
that were incorrectly chosen to have more letters in
common with the correct repeated strings than did
the average novel string used in the recognition test.

Error Rates
The mean error rate for all subjects over all con

ditions was 3.23070. An analysis of variance per
formed on the arcsine transformation of the error
rates of each subject in each condition indicated that
significantly more errors were made on pairs of
differing stimuli than on pairs of identical strings,
F(I,3) = 24.17, p < .025. The mean error rates for
repeated and nonrepeated strings were 3.10070 and
3.35070, respectively. Although the difference be
tween them was not significant, the direction of the
difference rules out the possibility that the lower

jects for Session 18. In fact, the 114-msec familiarity
effect found for the vertically presented letter strings
is itself only marginally significant, 1(3) = 2.81,
p < .10, two-tailed.

For the partially familiar letter strings (Ses
sion 19), the mean RT was not found to differ sig
nificantly from the mean RT of Sessions 13-16.
However, the important result of Session 19 is that
letter strings with familiar trigrams in familiar posi
tions were matched an average of 103 msec faster
than those with familiar trigrams in unfamiliar posi
tions, F(I,3) = 22.10, p < .025. 6 This result suggests
that information about the most likely position of
letter sequences is stored during extended perceptual
experience and can be used to facilitate the visual
matching task.

The marginally significant increase in the famil
iarity effect for the retention baseline session
(Session 20) could indicate that the transfer sessions
served as further perceptual training sessions for the
repated strings. There were significant familiarity
effects for the 1- and 7-week retention sessions
[t(3) = 4.14, p < .05; t(3) = 3.60, p < .05], and,
furthermore, the sizes of these effects did not differ
significantly from the predicted Session 17 familiarity
effect. Thus, the effects of stimulus repetition during
the training period proved to be relatively long
lasting.

An interesting result of the forced-choice recogni
tion task given after Session 16 was that not one
subject correctly recognized all six of the repeated
letter strings. Several subjects remarked that their
recognition performance would have been much
better if the letter strings had been presented on the
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mean RT for the repeated strings was due to subjects
having different speed-accuracy tradeoffs for
repeated and nonrepeated strings.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

With 16 sessions of training, the advantage of
repeated strings over nonrepeated strings increased
by more than 100 msec. Furthermore, this effect did
not decrease significantly for more than 7 weeks
after the last training session. These results show our
procedure to be a laboratory manipulation of
familiarity which is effective in inducing relatively
long-lasting facilitation of letter strings in a percep
tualtask.

The fact that sheer repetition of six-letter conso
nant strings can produce a familiarity effect demon
strates that the perceptual facilitation of familiar
strings does not depend solely on their being expe
rienced in a linguistic context (e.g., reading and
writing). Also, the induction of a familiarity effect
in the present study suggests that a perceptual
advantage of familiar strings over unfamiliar strings
can exist without differences in their pronounce
ability (i.e., the size of their acoustic representations).
The linear increase in the RT advantage of the
repeated letter strings suggests that the familiarity
effect develops slowly, but steadily, under conditions
of regular perceptual experience. In fact, a previous
finding (Well, Pollatsek, & Schindler, 1975) of a
550-msec difference between words and unpronounce
able nonwords for six-letter strings suggests that the
increase of the familiarity effect observed over the
16 sessions would have continued if the perceptual
training had been maintained.

The present results lead us to several tentative con
clusions about the processes used in the visual match
ing task and how these processes can change with
experience. The lack of change of the relative dis
criminability of the conjugate pairs with experience
and the transfer of perceptual training on horizontal
strings to vertically presented strings both suggest
that perceptual experience with a letter string does
not increase the size of the visual units used to
process the string. The increase in RT with the
increasing serial position of the differing letter pair
suggests that the strings were matched by a process
which serially compared these letter-size units from
left to right and initiated a response when a dif
fering letter pair was found. Furthermore, the
increase in the familiarity effect for different
responses with increasing position of the difference
and the larger familiarity effect for same responses
suggests that, with sufficient exposure to a letter
string, the processing of the leftmost letters can come
to facilitate the processing of the succeeding letters in
the string. The finding that familiar trigrams in
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familiar positions in the string are matched more
rapidly than the same trigrams in unfamiliar posi
tions suggests that not only information about what
letters follow others, but also information about the
position of the letter sequences in the string can be
used to facilitate perceptual processing.

In general, the present study has failed to find
evidence for qualitative changes in letter-string
processing with perceptual experience. It may be
that experience does not change the sequence of the
visual processes used, but only allows the s~quence

to occur more rapidly. This idea is especially inter
esting in light of Piaget's (1969) notion that percep
tuallearning involves the "sedimentation" of repeat
ed sequences of mental processes. It would seem
that methods which manipulate familiarity directly,
such as the induction technique used in the present
study, are particularly well suited for the further
investigation of the nature of the processing changes
which occur in perceptual learning.
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NOTES

1. A "repeated" letter srring is one which remained constant
over the course of a subject's training and retention sessions,
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while the "nonrepeated" strings were generated anew before
each trial block. However, both the repeated and nonrepeated
strings appeared several times within a trial block. To avoid
confusion, this latter form of repetition will always be referred
to as •'within-block repetition. "

2. The fourth transfer session (Session 21) was an attempt to
use the probe-recognition task (Reicher, 1969) to verify the
results found with the matching RT task. Although the accuracy
on the repeated strings was greater than that on the nonrepeated
strings, this difference was not significant. However, due to the
experimenter's error, the stimulus durations were overly long, and
it is likely that ceiling effects distorted these results.

3. Since the nonrepeated strings were randomly generated by
computer, it was possible, although extremely unlikely, that one
of the distractor strings in the forced-choice recognition test was
also used as a nonrepeated string during the training sessions.

4. The nonzero intercept of the line in Figure 5 could be due
to the four sets of repeated strings happening, by chance, to be
more discriminable than the average nonrepeated string. However,
it could also have been due to the letter order being more con
strained in the repeated strings than in the nonrepeated strings.

Baron (1974) found that such constraints could cause improved
performance in a perceptual task even within a single experimental
session.

5. Since the familiarity effect tended to increase linearly over
the training sessions. the linear projection was used for com
parison with the transfer and retention sessions. However,
since RTs decreased until around Session 13 and then tended to
level off, (he RT average of the last four training sessions
(rather (han the linear projection) was felt to be a more appro
priate comparison measure.

6. While the effect of familiar trigram position was larger for
letters seen in the first three positions during training (ABCXXX
vs. XXXABC) than for those seen in the last three positions
during training (XXXDEF vs. DEFXXX). the trigrams which
were in familiar positions were matched more rapidly in both'
cases. However, due (0 lack of power, only the combined effect
was significant.
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